
Insight 1 Unit 5: Image Set
How does what we do affect Heritage?
In determining what has to be done, there is also the question of who needs to be involved 
in taking things forward. After understanding the building, and what might be done to it, the 
correct approach to carrying out the work has also to be decided, who should be involved in 
doing it properly, and who might be responsible for ensuring the owners get what they have 
agreed to. But, often, other influences have to be taken into account.

This Insight Unit relates to the www.understandingconservation.org website Unit 5: Implementation and 
management of conservation works which restates the importance of operating with a philosophical and 
ethical understanding of conservation issues, and to advise effectively relevant current and future needs. 

1: St Patricks Cathedral, Armagh

http://www.understandingconservation.org/


2: Brussels. Heritage is tactile with 
some elements subjected to much 
attention by touching rubbing off the 
patina. This can create a conservation 
problem in deciding how to deal with 
the consequences 



3: Mostar’s Rebuilt Bridge. 
Concentrated numbers of 
visitors in tight spaces and 
areas can increase wear and 
tear of materials and safety 
concerns of viewing



4: Paphos. Although exposed to the elements a 
specially constructed viewing platform allows visitors 
to appreciate the mosaics without damaging them



5: Aix en Provence. A specially 
designed tractor-driven tourist train 
helps control the number of visitors 
walking through narrow streets



6: Landschaftspark Duisburg. A safe 
route for visitors has been specially 
created through the remains of this 
redundant steel works that otherwise 
is being allowed to decay



7: Amsterdam. Ceramic tile Art Nouveu signage 
incorporated as part of the original building  



8: Durham. Installation of an discrete 
information plaque identifying the location 
of previous building features



9: Monasterboice. An illustrated visitor information panel describing the sites features



10: Giant’s Causeway. A newly installed visitor information centre 
providing a range of support facilities. But can also demand the 
provision of foundations and associated and hidden power, 
water and drainage services to allow it to function. In many cases 
this may put underground heritage at risk



11: Schönbrunn. A modern designed entrance 
information booth installed with a limited 
impact on its ground location



12: Schönbrunn. A range of 
visitor information and control 
facilities installed with “plug-in 
plug-out” approach that creates 
minimal permanent physical 
damage to the original fabric



13: Pocitelj. Enterprising 
opportunities taken to offer the 
sale of locally produced  goods 
to tourists at a gateway into the 
community



14: Sebenik. A historic integrated essential detail 
for ‘the love of dogs’ in a hot climate



15: Enniscorthy, Co Wexford. The growing and damaging impact of 
climate change will need to be considered in greater detain in the 
future at many historic locations © Brian Walsh



16: Duff House. The hidden consequences of
previous external maintenance failures may go un-
noticed even after the initial causes of dampness have 
apparently been remedied



17: Sherbrook Church, Glasgow. The continuing loss of 
the numbers of heritage buildings to the effects of fire 
has remained considerable over the years. This could be 
much reduced if appropriate fire prevention work was 
undertaken



18: Edinburgh. The consequences of a fire 
in a domestic property. Much of the burnt 
interior is piled up on the street, and the 
upward ‘waterfall effect’ of flames is 
evident on the external masonry.



19: Duff House. Structural 
strengthening of a historic interior 
can be disruptive and requires 
careful consideration in advance 
of any work starting



20: Duff House. The installation of modern services 
in a historic building requires a detailed appreciation 
of the possible routes cables and pipes can take by 
using existing voids. Here, that process has failed 



21: Duff House,  Reinstatement of the original 
floor board after the installation of sub-floor 
services is aided by the pre-identifying and 
numbering of each board’s position on tape



22 Duff House. Installing mechanical ventilation equipment 
in a historic property is one of the most space demanding 
requirements due to the large size of the plant that is 
required. Utilising attic spaces can offer a solution but care is 
required to scale up the fire protection needs at the same 
time, along with making sure the various areas are properly 
sealed off from each other



23: Shuttle Independence and NASA 905, Huston. Society is increasingly 
aware that as technological advances occur and made possible through 
the use of new materials, so too does the need to recognise the worth 
and value of what has been developed and offered as an insight of its 
time. Here, one of the the Jumbo’s that transported mounted Shuttle’s 
between landings and launches is presented with a replica Shuttle



http://www.space.
com/18905-
moon-spacecraft-
dumping-ground-
infographic.html

24: Extra-terrestrial Heritage. 
Since 1959 Earth has hurled 
many machines at the Moon. 
Many crashed to gather data, 
others by accident, some were 
left in their orbit to decay, and 
others landed safely. 
Mars has also been targeted 
where a number of man-made 
craft now remain on its surface
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